weADAPT wireframe

Question 1
Which organizations collaborate on weADAPT?
Operationalisation. Which organisations have members co-signing articles on the weADAPT platform?
Map. Weighted network of organisations connected by co-authorship (two organisations are connected if their members co-sign one or more articles). The size of organisations is proportional to the number of their members.
Interaction. Rolling the cursor over an organisation highlights the organisations directly connected to it.
Clicking on an organisation rearrange the other organizations in concentric circles
showing the network distance from the selected node.

Q1 / Base view: network graph. On rollover, see page 3. On click, see page 4.

Organizations size shows degree
(number of other lined websites).

Q1 / Rollover: first neighbours highlighted.

Organizations size shows degree
(number of other lined websites).

Q1 / Node selected: separation degrees (egonet).

Organizations size shows degree
(number of other lined websites).

Question 2
How are different organisation positioned in weADAPT.org?
Which initiative are more popular?
Operationalisation. Which organisations are members of which initiatives?
Map. Alluvional graph showing how many articles have been published by each organisation (left) in each initiative (right).
The size of elements and connections is proportional to the number of articles.
Interaction. Drop down lists allows to filter the visualized organisation and initiatives.

Q2 / Base view: Alluvional graph.
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Question 3
Which organizations share the same thematic focus?
Which themes are more visible in weADAPT?
Operationalisation. Which tags are used by different organisation to categorise their
articles?
Map. Weighted bi-partite network of organizations and tags (tags are linked to organisations if they are used in one or more articles published by them).
The colour of organizations is proportional to the number of their members.
The size of the tags is proportional to the number of articles in which they are used.
Interaction. none.

Q3 / Base view: network graph.
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Question 4
Which themes are discussed together on weADAPT?
Which are the most visible themes over time?
Operationalisation. Which tags are most used on the weADAPT platform? And which
tags are used together?
Map. Stream graph of the N most used tags in the weADAPT platform. Each tag is represented by a stream whose size changes according to how number of article that use
the tag in each period.
Interaction. Selecting a period in the stream graph visualises the network of tags in
that period. Two tags are connected if they are used together in one or more article in
the selected period.

Q4 / Base view: stream graph, network graph.
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Question 5
Who is doing what in which part of the world, according to weADAPT?
Operationalisation. Which organisations have posted case studies in different parts of
the world?
Map. Zoomable geographical map showing the density of projects in different zones
and word-clouds revealing the organisation and tags connected.
Interaction. On zooming on the placeholders of case studies are aggregated in larger
geographical areas. On zooming in the placeholders of case studies are distinguished to
show the exact location of projects.
Clicking on a placeholder, reveals the N more important organisations and tags for the
selected zone.

Q5 / Base view: map. On rollover, see page 14. On click, zoom and disagregation, see page 15.
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Q5 / Rollover: tag cloud of organizations and tags. Color brightness shows quantity.
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Griffin NRM Green Africa Directory
National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility
Pennsylvania State University
DNV KEMA Energy and Sustainability
Tags
Forest Ocean Adaptation
Adaptation challenges Africa
Asia Australia Cambridge
City Environment
Global warming ICLEI
Increasing temperature
Massachusetts MIT
Survey Sustainable development
United States Urban infrastructure
Urban adaptation Urban planning
Water Management Water stress

Q5 / Click: zoom and disagregation.
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Question 6
Which is the part of adaptation on the overall discussion about
climate change in Wikipedia?
Operationalisation. How are different Wikipedia pages on climate change connected
one another? And which pages are more frequently edited, discussed and reverted?
Map. Network of Wikipedia pages related to climate change connected by hyperlink
(two pages are connected if they link to each other).
The colour of the articles depends on which climate debate they are related
(attribution, mitigation, adaptation). The size of the articles is proportional to different
controversiality metrics.
Interaction. Drop down lists allows changing the size of the articles according to the
different measures of controversiality.

Q6 / Base view: network graph. On rollover, see page 17. On click, zoom and disagregation, see page 18.
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Q6 / Rollover: first neighbours highlighted.

Size by: Comments

Q6 / Node selected: separation degrees (egonet).

Size by: Comments

Question 7
What is exactly controversial about climate change adaptation in Wikipedia?
Operationalisation. Which graphical and textual elements are more reverted (modified
and then restored back to the previous version) in Wikipedia pages about climate adaptation.
Map. Heatmap of the most controversial elements on Wikipedia pages related to climate adaptation.
Interaction. None.

Q7 / Base view: heatmap on Wikipedia page. Color brightess shows controversiality.

Question 8
In the online debate on climate adaptation, who is talking about which issue?
Operationalisation. Which issues are more discussed by the websites dedicated to adaptation?
Map. Word-clouds of issues by website (which issues are more discussed by a given
website) and website by issues (which websites discuss a given issue).
Interaction. Clicking on an issue switch the visualisation to the clouds of website by
issues. Clicking on a website switch the visualisation to the clouds of issues by website.

Q8 / Base view: issues and organizations tag clouds. On click, see page 24.

ADAPTATION
aeiorg brookings.edu carnegieendownment.org cfr.org cato.org csis.org hudson.org usip.org

FOREST
aeiorg brookings.edu carnegieendownment.org cfr.org csis.org hudson.org usip.org

OCEAN
aeiorg brookings.edu carnegieendownment.org cfr.org cato.org csis.org usip.org

Organizations color shading shows
quantity of related tags.

Tags size shows the number of organizations using it.

Q8 / Click: organizations and tags swaps.

AEIORG
Adaptation Adaptation challenges Africa Asia Australia Cambridge City Environment Forest
Global warming ICLEI Increasing temperature Massachusetts MIT Ocean Survey Sustainable development
United States Urban infrastructure Urban adaptation Urban planning Water Management Water stress

BROOKINGS.EDU
Adaptation Adaptation challenges Africa Asia Australia Cambridge City Environment Forest
Global warming ICLEI Increasing temperature Massachusetts MIT Ocean Survey Sustainable development
United States Urban infrastructure Urban adaptation Urban planning Water Management Water stress

CARNEGIEENDOWNMENT.ORG
Organizations color shading shows
Adaptation Adaptation challenges Africa Asia Australia Cambridge City Environment Forest
quantity of related tags.
Global warming ICLEI Increasing temperature Massachusetts MIT Ocean Survey Sustainable development
United States Urban infrastructure Urban adaptation Urban planning Water Management Water stress

Tags size shows the number of organizations using it.

Question 9
How is online debate on adaptation organized? Are there debate-clusters?
Who are the authorities?
Operationalisation. Which websites cites each other in the online debate on climate
adaptation?
Map. Network of websites concerning climate adaptation connected by hyperlinks
(two websites are connected if they link to each other).
Interaction. Rolling the cursor over a website highlights the websites directly connected to it.
Clicking on a website rearrange the other websites in concentric circles showing the
network distance from the selected node.

Q9 / Base view: network graph. On rollover, see page 27. On click, see page 28.

Websites size shows degree (number
of other lined websites).

Q9 / Rollover: first neighbours highlighted.

Websites size shows degree (number
of other lined websites).

Q9 / Node selected: separation degrees (egonet).

Websites size shows degree (number
of other lined websites).

Question 10
Which issues are more visible in the debate on climate change adaptation over time?
Operationalisation. Which expression (n-grams) are most used in different discourse
spheres?
Map. Spark-lines of the evolution of the occurrence of specific terms in newspapers,
international negotiations, scientific papers, blogosphere and Google Insight for
Search.
Interaction. Rolling the cursor over the curves shows the value for exact value for the
selected week/month.

Q12 / Base view: sparklines small multiplies. On rollover, it is shown a detailed description of data point.
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